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MISSION
We take the gaming experience to a whole new level and provide
GameFi Developers with a ready-to-use Metaverse infrastructure.

Disclaimer

Legal Notice
The purpose of this Document is to provide information about TFL.io. However, you understand that TFL.io
business model and this Document may change or need to be modified due to regulatory and
compliance requirements from any applicable law in any jurisdiction.

Certain statements in this Document and informational documents of the TFL.io constitute “forwardlooking information” under applicable laws. Except for statements of historical fact, the information
contained herein may constitute forward-looking statements. When used in this Document, the words
“may,” “will,” “should,” “project,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate”, “intend,” “expect,” “continue,” and similar
expressions or the negatives thereof are generally intended to identify forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance, and undue reliance should not be
placed on them. Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties, which may cause actual performance on TFL.io team` obligations, market projections and
financial results in future periods to differ materially from any projections of future performance or result
expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Although forward-looking statements
contained herein are based upon what management believes may be reasonable assumptions, forwardlooking statements may prove to be inaccurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially
from those anticipated in such statements. The TFL.io and its team expressly disclaims any obligation or
undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein
to reflect any change in its expectation with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions, or
circumstances on which any such statement is based.

The information given herein is not exhaustive and it does not imply any contractual obligations and may
be considered only as of the marketing information about the project. Nothing herein may be interpreted
as an investment quotation of any kind. This quotation of TFL Tokens is not an offer to sell or buy securities
in any jurisdiction. This quotation of TFL Tokens is not an offer purchasing TFL Tokens to a person domiciled
in the USA and other jurisdictions where cryptocurrency or Token sales are prohibited.

The Company recommend you consult your legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisors prior to
participating in TLF.io or purchasing, hold and/or using TFL Tokens.

The TFL.io team will do their best to launch its operations and develop the TFL.io project but does not
provide any guarantee it will manage to successfully achieve them or that TFL.io project will meet users/
purchasers` expectations. The TFL.io team assumes no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that
would result from or relate to the incapacity to use TFL Tokens, except in case of intentional misconduct.
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Glossary

TFL — an ERC-20 token, established in 2017. Originally created as a token of the TrueFlip.io project,
having grown into a whole group of companies called True Group. Token relaunched in Q4 2021 as an
internal coin of the TFL.io ecosystem.

TFL.io — an infrastructure project for players and game developers to enable a simple and smooth
interaction with NFT by using tech & innovations in GameFi.

TFL.People — our community of like-minded people, token holders who endorse the values of our
company and are ready to broadcast them to the masses.
Values — the values we share
Journal — a social platform for the crypto community, where you can both consume and create
information as well as communicate.
Education — interactive educational programs allowing you to get deeper knowledge of  
the crypto world.

Artworks — a program of scouting the artists whose works we sympathize and who are eligible for
building our metaverse.

SDK — a software development kit for game developers within our metaverse.
Hackathons — events that help to pick out the entire teams for the development of our metaverse.
Accelerator — an acceleration program that will allocate resources for the best of the best in the
form of grants.

Governance — a management structure where the community make decisions on its further
development by voting. Only users with the Gold status and higher can take part in the voting.

Voting is realized by issuing and purchasing special NFT votes.
Metrics — the key project indicators available for the advanced users with Platinum status and
above. This section presents the main financial indicators of the system's functioning in a
convenient graphical format using

BI tools.

TFL.Metaverse — a GameFi platform for gamers and game developers. Game worlds of our partners
where you can play and earn crypto and other assets.

Game Worlds — a game world of an individual game developer that runs from the platform and
operates through NFT assets issued on TFL.Marketplace.
Launchpad — a platform feature for organizing the announcements of the game projects and the
pre-sales of NFT assets by game providers.

Game Provider — a game developer that integrates with the ecosystem through technologies
described in TFL.Framework.

NFT Fights, Mascotte Battles — battles within game worlds, when new NFTs with different
characteristics are created as a result of merge of two initial NFT Cards.

NFT Crafting — a process of creating one item in the form of a more functional NFT Card,  
by connecting two other NFT Cards.
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Saga Map — metaphorical level map, where the progress of game mechanics takes place.  
The further you go, the more opportunities open up within the game world
Narrative — a storyline with a number of interrelated events presented to the player within  
the game world.
City Builder, Land — the mechanics allowing players to build their own cities within the game world.

TFL.Marketplace — a digital asset marketplace. One of its missions is to enable our partners to release
and sell their own NFTs without investing in assessment, technology and distribution.
NFT — a non-fungible, unique token. It is used in the TFL.io ecosystem as the main method for
storing and transferring digital assets and can be transferred to any blockchain integrated in the
ecosystem.
NFT Status — a unique type of digital asset that will identify the owner and provide the appropriate
capabilities and functionality within TFL.io
NFT Vote — special token enables community ownership and active stewardship of the Metaverse.
NFT Cards — the unique digital cards that have their own set of characteristics, implemented by the
author/merchant upon releasing. Cards can be combined into collections and perform their unique
functionality both inside the games of the TFL.io metaverse and outside the ecosystem.
NFT Package — the unique digital assets for an offline use. For example, the owner of a digital
package will be able to order different goods from the website: original merchandise, event tickets,
a dinner with a star, etc.
Merchant Account — an official account of the NFT merchant at TFL.io. To be able to mint  
and distribute the assets, a merchant needs to conduct an official agreement with Blockchain

Games NVP.
NFT Minting — minting NTF with extended characteristics and unique chains of interaction.
NFT Oracle — database with information about NFT.
NFT Bridge —

сross-сhain NFT Bridge will allow the user to flexibly manage their assets without

digging into the depths of blockchain technologies.
TFL.Earn — a place where your cryptocurrency works for you: staking, farming, lotterys, quests &
missions and other mechanics for the growth of your capital.

Daily Wheel — a daily bonus activity to maintain users interest and provide the opportunity to earn
their first capital within the ecosystem.

ming — the mechanics of providing liquidity for decentralized exchanges with the simultaneous

Far

ability to earn interest on the capital in case it is locked for a certain period of time.
Staking — the mechanics of forming liquidity for the platform with the ability to earn interest on the
capital if it is locked for a certain period of time.

'

Flip s Star Lottery — an iconic lottery with over
TFL

$1M in Jackpot with tickets issued in the form of NFT.

Holder Lottery — a former Master Flip lottery, which allows to receive stable passive rewards for

keeping TFL tokens at the time of the draw.
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Quests & Missions — special tasks in the game mechanics on searching for clues and researching
new services. The winners receive prizes from the platform and partners.
Special Events — various events and prize drops, timed to coincide with any holiday to increase
community interest in TFL.

TFL.Profile — a user's personal account, which stores all the necessary information for the proper
functioning of the user within the ecosystem.
Status — user status in the ecosystem. The higher the status, the more opportunities it opens up. The
status can be purchased as an NFT asset on the platform's marketplace.
Public Profile — a user’s public page where he can share their achievements within the ecosystem:
make public a set of NFTs that he owns, share status, awards, etc.

I

mation — the user's personal data stored in the system strictly in terms of the GDPR

Personal nfor
law.
Security

Center — a special section that stores the user’s activity on the platform, as well as ways to

protect against hacking.

KYC — an identity verification procedure of a player. It is necessary in cases when required by the
laws of a particular country.

Referral Program — a system of cooperation that allows users to invite friends in a playful way and
earn money with it.

q

E uity — the ability to convert TFL into shares of a True

Group company and receive benefits from

Gaming holding.

the successes of all companies of the international i

True Technology | True App — an independent fintech project, wallet and online crypto bank of the
ecosystem, on board which the essential technologies will erase the barrier between cryptocurrency
and fiat money.

-On Technology — a technology allowing the user to navigate from one ecosystem
product to another without re-authentication. Authorization within the product is performed by
scanning the QR code. Access to assets stored in the wallet is not provided to this product.
Single Sign

Pay&Play Technology — a technology of creating game sessions between the user's wallet and the

-

game providers of the ecosystem bypassing the operators, where transactions are processed real
time and without commissions.

Access to assets by the game provider is limited to the game

session only.

Crypto-Gaming Gateway — a gaming gateway allowing to interact with the game providers that
do not use cryptocurrencies as a means of payment in their games focusing on fiat only. The

x

-

gateway provides real time conversion of fiat currencies to crypto and vice versa at a fi ed rate
using risk management mechanics based on

AI.

Cross-Chain Bridge — a tool for moving tokens from one blockchain to another. The bridge
temporarily blocks the asset on chain A and releases it on chain B. Assets on blockchain A will only
be unlocked when the equivalent amount of generated tokens on blockchain B is locked again. This
mechanism does not allow users to use assets in both blockchains at the same time.
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Non-Custodial Account — a type of a decentralized wallet where the client owns their private keys.
At the time of its creation, the user is given a file with private keys, as well as a mnemonic phrase,
with the help of which it will subsequently be possible to restore access to the management of
funds.
B2B Accounts — a user’s business account with limited access rights to release the assets owned
by a company, rather than a specific user. To open this type of account, you must conclude an
agreement with a legal entity that supports the TFL.io ecosystem.
Jarvis AI — an artificial intelligence that controls all the internal processes of the ecosystem and
notifies administrators or users about violations of the originally set logic. Its main purpose is the
security of users' assets.
Financial Services — the services within a separately created financial organization, which has all
the necessary licenses and right to sell cryptocurrency for fiat funds.
TFL Blockchain & Explorer — an in-house blockchain created on the basis of the Proof-of-Stake
consensus algorithm. A continuous sequential chain of blocks built according to certain rules, which
contains information on transactions within the system and the transfer of assets outside of it.
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TFL.People
A community of like-minded people and token holders who share the
TFL.io values and enjoy interacting with the game world the way they want
and anytime they want. In just a click.

TFL.People

Deliver the features of Metaverse to everyone in and beyond
Hundreds of new crypto projects are born every day. Some of them become visible and significant,
attracting thousands of followers; and the lives of others are as short as a flash — they light up brightly,
but just as quickly fade out.

And you know what? This is fine.
When something exists only online, it is extremely easy to get lost in the virtual world. Especially in
crypto, where anonymity and a constant stream of new ideas are indispensable companions of the
industry. Where often you don't even need to have a functioning project to make people believe you.
Industry of promises. Industry of hype. Being a part of a global international company for over 4 years,
we had the opportunity to closely monitor the development of the blockchain in order to formulate our
own approach to creating a product. The one that consorts with our vision, and the one that we hope
will resonate with our community.

Values | Share our vision
Reality
When creating a crypto product, it is important not to lose touch with the real world — the TRUE world.
To look beyond that online side. To understand that even though blockchain penetrates our day-to-day
routine and finances more and more every year, it can only exist in synergy. And what we want to do is
to find a fine line between the virtual/intangible and the familiar physical world. To build something real
by taking advantage of the blockchain. In other words, to stay in touch with reality whatever it takes.

That is why we do not take our community as an "army" or "squad" or something like that, which implies
a strict obedience to a leader and a must to blindly follow the project. Our community is our partners.
These are people who realize the importance of having a tangible result of work, and not a hype. People
who share our approach, our vision and our values, and who are willing to develop them together.  
We are partners because we have a common goal — to blur the line between physical and virtual,
using the benefits of blockchain. And, of course, to make TFL an influential token that steadily goes up.  
A strong token is a solid foundation for the future TFL.io ecosystem.

Partnership
TFL.io and the holder are two equivalent parties interested in one thing: the development of the project
and the growth of the token value. On the way to the goal, we hear each other and make co-decisions
that seem optimal here and now.

Honesty
No

crypto project can successfully develop without the participation of holders. And honesty is the

foundation of any strong relationship. TFL.io is our common brainchild, so it is important for us to talk
about it with maximum transparency. Enjoy the ups and share the bitterness of failure. Together.

Professionalism
We have assembled a team of True professionals to launch cutting edge crypto products.

Yes,

we are

not the pioneers of many features. But we have a valuable iGaming experience and an expert
approach to creating a real business to allow us to make the best version of the project for our holders.
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TFL.People

Mindfulness
We do not have a ready-made recipe for wealth for those who want to skyrocket overnight. As well as
we don't have (and neither does anyone) a clear idea of what blockchain or GameFi industry will be like
in 5 years. We gladly share the information we have and work hard to fulfil the given promises
thoroughly and on time. And you, in your turn, need to analyze it and make decisions on your own.
Responsibility for the result lies with us together.

Journal | Read and communicate
Social platform for the crypto community. Key news, opinions, reviews and analytics. Materials are
written by our own editors and platform users. Everyone can introduce themselves and share their
experience. Companies can also create their own materials. In this way, users can communicate
directly with brand representatives.

The main metric of the platform is mutual benefit and practicality. No impersonal press releases or
custom-made publications for the sake of advertising.

The feed is unique for each user and depends on their interests and subscriptions. Users can take an
active part in encouraging good publications, discussions, polls, and help in every way to qualitatively
develop and grow the platform.

Education | Play-to-Learn
Users explore new technologies and projects through engaging game mechanics and receive rewards
for completing the course successfully. The perfect balance between the benefits of new knowledge
and an exciting game.

Our partners get the opportunity to introduce their product to users without the annoying ads.

Artworks | Showcase your portfolio
Artworks provides you with a simple way to show your arts and be seen by the right people in the
GameFi industry. Share your images, videos, 3D scenes and more. Perhaps this will be your initial step to
gathering a team of like-minded people around you and create your own game world within
TFL.Metaverse or receiving royalties for the commercial use of your ideas.

Developers | Build with SDK
Software Development Kit that facilitates the development and integration of various components
within TFL.Metaverse. It solves a larger problem: to not just provide data exchange between the
application and third-party infrastructure, but implement a full-fledged process. It can include working
components for receiving user data, their safe processing and storage, changing states.

Hackathons

|

Come together as a team

Hackathons are a great way to upgrade your development skills, build your portfolio, or find a team for
a GameFi project and start making money.
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TFL.People

The goal of the hackathon is to create an MVP game world within the TFL.Metaverse using the SDK.
Teams can use any settings from the Artworks section with the precondition to engage the author or
pay out royalties for using his ideas / illustrations / etc. in the event of the commercial launch of the
project.

As part of the hackathon, teams will be given limited time to build an MVP, and the best of the best will
receive grants to build a full-fledged world within TFL.Metaverse.

Accelerator | Win a grant to create a game world
It is a special game developer program in GameFi supported by one of the largest foundations in the
industry with the emphasis on gaining hands-on experience. The participants receive grants of up to
$300,000 and a chance to launch their game product on Lunchpad by organizing a pre-sale of NFT
game assets.
There are several ways to join the program:

1

Apply through the appropriate section at the website by filling out the application form

2

Win an official

TFL.Hackaton

3 Be the best in your field and we will invite you

Governance | Share your opinions and shape the future
Develop the ecosystem hand in hand with the community

Governance Forum

Governance Portal

A forum for governance-related discussion.  

The official governance voting portal.  

Share proposals, provide feedback, and shape

Review live governance proposals and cast  

the future of the TFL.Metaverse with the TFL.People.

your vote by special limited NFT.

Metrics | Keep the track and make it better
Key project indicators available for the advanced users with Platinum status and above. Allow you to
track and forecast the progress of the entire company.

Be passionate
If our approach and what we do are close to you, then you are already in the ranks of TFL People. No
matter if you are a simple observer or an active figure. All you need is to choose a convenient way to
join the project and become a part of it.
The easiest way is:

1

Register on the

TFL.io platform

2 Buy TFL tokens
3

Subscribe to our social networks

And discover your own way to flip the GameFi industry.
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TFL.METAVERSE

A GameFi ecosystem for gamers and developers. Gamers are invited to a
variety of game worlds combined all in one place. Developers are set free
from building their own infrastructure to focus solely on game content.

TFL.Metaverse

Problems that we are solving
Over the past three years, within the True Group company, we have created one of the most promising
game providers in the industry.

True Lab, led by Igor

amardziski, plans to release over

S

20

titles in

2022

with the use NFT release technology in some of the games.

We are fully aware of and clearly feel the pain of game developers and the difficulties they have to
face while implementing blockchain technologies:
Blockchain network commissions are disrupting the economy of the game
Weak NFT functionality
Complexity of implementation and reading process of in-game functionality
The statistics and control of NFT movement between players
And other problems that shift the focus from the most important thing — game content.

Most often, all decisions boil down to the following tools:
The need to create an in-house wallet to form a commission free active session between the player
and the game
The need to create an in-house marketplace and NFT oracle, which stores the intended
functionality of the released NFTs

All the above problems are of an infrastructural nature and are planned
to be solved within the the
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TFL.Metaverse

Game Worlds
A catalog of game worlds from the leaders  
of the GameFi industry.

A game world is one or more games from a
game provider with their own gameplay,
mechanics and storyline. The user can
simultaneously play in several worlds, developing
their internal gaming assets.

The interaction between the worlds takes place
through the NFT. This is a great opportunity for
collaboration between different worlds within the
TFL metaverse. The user can receive additional
benefits from their assets in other worlds. Or
completely transfer their assets to another
external world, including the real one, by means
of TRUE APP.

Options available to the game developers:

Out-of-the-box tools available as part of the SDK:
To mint an unlimited number of NFTs for your game worlds
To endow NFT with the unlimited functionality, using the capabilities of NFT Oracle within the
infrastructure.
NFT Fights — battles within game worlds, when new NFTs with different characteristics are created
as a result of merge of two initial NFT Cards.
NFT Crafting — a process of creating one item in the form of a more functional NFT Card, by
connecting two other NFT Cards.
Providing the information about an item by API
Selling NFTs through a single marketplace of the ecosystem
Cross-Chain Bridge: transfer from one chain to another
Donation
Referral link in NFT
And many other game mechanics to be developed.

To use all the opportunities of the infrastructure for creation of liquidity of the NFT assets:
Launchpad
Auctions
Prize drops for the ecosystem users without any commissions
Loyalty system and retention tools: daily bonuses, special events, quests&missions, etc.
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TFL.Metaverse

Launchpad

What happens if you combine Gaming, Crypto and Finance?

Bomb. Fire. GameFi. MetaGaming.

GameFi is the most dynamic blockchain trend of 2021, with total NFT fundraising hitting $1.8 billion in Q3
2021 alone.

Market analysts estimate the virtual gaming worlds revenue in 2021 to be $180 billion, while in general
the Metaverse concept has over a $1 trillion market opportunity in just a few years.

Everything changes so quickly that you are either in trend and skimming the cream, or not. Therefore,
the shift of game developer monetisation is the key dynamic driving the growing trend.

What is an IGO?
Platform tool for organizing the pre-sale of NFT assets from game providers — Initial Game Offering. NFT
collections from top-tier gaming projects available exclusively on TFL.Metaverse. 

IGOs are purely for gaming and all drop content will consist of in-game assets such as early-access
passes, weapons, items, skins and much more!

How Does an IGO Work?
IGOs will have a dedicated landing page so users can thoroughly research the game. On these pages,
you’ll find information such as a brief introduction to the game, development roadmaps, in-game
previews, available NFTs for sale and more.
There are several ways to join the lunchpad

1

Apply through the appropriate section at the website by filling out the application form

2 Complete the acceleration program TFL.Accelerator
3 Be the best in your field and we will invite you
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TFL.MARKETPLACE

NFT Marketplace is an integral part of the ecosystem. This is a repository of
NFT entities of all metaverse projects. Flexibility and scalability of the
marketplace allows any projects in any of the blockchains to use it.

TFL.Markeplace

A connection with TRUE APP allows to create unique chains of user interaction through the possession of
NFT. Moreover, not only in online projects, but also in the real world. We want to harness the full power of
NFT technology for the benefit of everyone in the ecosystem.

NFT Minting
We are expanding the capabilities of NFT release with the help of our unique oracle as well as by the
means of TRUE APP. The seller, releasing his NFT, can do both, flexibly customize the content part and
create unique chains of interaction. This is a whole new level for NFT.
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TFL.Markeplace

NFT Merchants
Business accounts of our sellers allowing to perform all the necessary steps for the release of NFT for
their needs. In this account, the sellers will be able to create the unique interaction chains for their NFT,
both within their project and with external users of the ecosystem.

The merchant's marketplace is visually designed for the specific brand. It is also possible to link the
merchant's domain to it.

The seller can flexibly configure options for further implementation and use of their NFTs. Among them
are commissions, royalties, activity period, resell option, burning, donation, crafting, upgrade.

As a result, the merchant gets its own fully functional NFT marketplace.

NFT Oracle
An Oracle gives you the answer to everything you want to know. So the NFT Oracle can provide the
information about NFTs, for example, the original creator of a particular NFT, etc.

Any game provider in our universe can saturate the NFT they produce with any designed functionality
that will be applicable in their game worlds or at other providers. 

The Oracle will carefully store and monitor any changes in the NFT throughout their life.

NFT Bridge
Cross-Chain NFT Bridge will allow the user to flexibly manage their assets without digging into the
depths of blockchain technologies. By linking several blockchains, we will give the opportunity to use
your asset in any network, preserving its value and unique characteristics.

This opens up great opportunities for the interaction of projects in different networks, and gives the user
many options for using their assets.
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TFL.EARN

The Loyalty Program to multiply your crypto capital  
through the attractive Play-to-Earn activities and classic DeFi tools. 
The place where your crypto assets work for you.

TFL.Earn

Daily Wheel
The wheel spins to fulfill your dreams! 

A special game, rewarding loyal users of the
platform on a daily basis. The wheel allows the
user to not only regularly replenish the wallet with
new tokens and assets, but also receive unique
prizes: status cards, NFT boxes, branded
merchandise, Flip's Star tickets, quests & missions,
access to private events, community privileges,
etc.

Member status owners will be able to win prizes
up to $100. 

A daily wheel bonus game will be available for
Bronze+ status holders, where everyone can try
their luck to win the Jackpot of over 100 000 USDT,
which is constantly replenished. 

The higher the status, the higher the chances of
winning the Jackpot.

Staking

An award for generating liquidity for the platform.
Users can invest their capital for a certain period:
90/180/360 days. The longer the period, the
greater the reward.

Farming

A reward for generating liquidity at the
decentralized exchanges. The reward size
depends on the volume of the total liquidity pool,
the volume of the user's liquidity pool and the
farming period.
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TFL.Earn

Flip's Star Lottery

Our iconic lottery is reborn in a new format:
1. The mechanics of the draw does not change
2. Draw tickets will be issued in the form of NFT
3. NFT Ticket will have several statuses:
On sale
elongs to Flips tar merchant
B

200 tickets: 15 TFL
100 tickets: TFL
50 tickets: 5 TFL
9

The recommended ticket price on the market  
will be 0.1 TFL

S

Combination of winnings:

Purc ase
h

d

lank not filled out

Match

Prize

5 balls + 1 star

500 000 TFLJackPot*

5 balls

5 000 TFL

cti ate
Filled out
egistered in the drawing

4 balls + 1 star

2 000 TFL

4 balls

100 TFL

raw result
Lost
on innings accrued no accrued

3 balls + 1 star

10 TFL

3 balls

1 TFL

2 balls + 1 star

0.5 TFL

1 balls + 1 star

0.2 TFL

1 star

0.1 TFL

B

(

)

wned b the user

O

y

an be resold on the Marketplace  
or an other blockchain
C

y

A

v

d

R

D

W

(W

/

)

. The official sale of lotter tickets will be
performed b the Flip s tar merchant onl   
in the form of packages:
4

y

y

1 000 tickets: 50 TFL
500 tickets: 0 TFL

'

S

y

*Jackpot has a cumulative mechanic

3
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TFL.Earn

TFL Holder Lottery

29
01

19

08

18

25

13

27

05
17

32

66
40

54
75

53
44

34

49

89
84

47

38

73

55

78

86

75

80

69

The win-win lottery Master Flip will appear in an updated format:
1. Get lottery NFT ticket for every 100 TFL on your balance.
2. The ticket contains two playing fields, each with 15 numbers ranging from 1 to 90. The combinations of
numbers in the tickets are formed in advance, so you just need to choose the ticket you like.
3. The draw takes place in several rounds with a total of 90 numbers. The number is determined by the
hash of the blockchain, but cannot be repeated. If your ticket contains a drawn number, this number is
crossed out.

First round

Second round

The following rounds

In the first round, the winners

In the second round, those

In the third and subsequent

are the tickets where five

tickets win, where all 15

rounds, those tickets win where

numbers coincide in any

numbers in one of the fields

all 30 numbers coincided with

horizontal line earlier than

(upper or lower) coincide with

the generated numbers earlier

others. As soon as a winner or

the generated numbers earlier

than others.

winners occur, the tour is over.

than others.

If

15 numbers in one of the fields coincide on the 15th step, the Jackpot is won
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TFL.Earn

Quests & Missions
Quests with exciting missions and game mechanics. By engaging partners from the GameFI and DeFi
industries, we are generating impressive rewards for the smartest and fastest participants.

Story quests
A series of tasks with a well-thought-out scenario.
Search for clues and get rewarded for completing
bonus tasks. Tasks cover all platform projects and
projects of the quest partners.

NFT quests
The large-scale quests to be carried out in
cooperation with many of our partners. The
partners release special NFTs for the certain quest,
which can be obtained by completing the tasks.
Members can trade or buy NFTs to build their
collection. The best collectors will be awarded.

Educational quests
Special quests that are aimed to help the user  
to dig into a new service or technology.  
By completing tasks in game mechanics, the user
is more willing to learn. On top of that, he receives
rewards for successful completion.

Offline quests
The real-life tasks. An exciting interweaving of
online storyline and real life. The quests are
designed in cooperation with our partners from
different countries. Therefore, these international
quests will be held all around the world.

Missions
The long storylines consisting of several quests,
games, and missions. The missions will involve all
elements of the ecosystem: NFT marketplace,
game worlds, TRUE APP. These are large-scale
games with an impressive scenario and complex
realization. Completing missions will take longer
comparing to regular quests, but the winners are
rewarded with much more valuable prizes.
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TFL.Earn

Special Events

Various events and prize drops, timed to coincide with any holidays to increase  
community interest in TFL.

Indicative events:
Special themed events: Christmas, Halloween,  
St. Patrick's day, and other holidays we usually
so much look forward to
Bonuses and promo codes
Trading races
Regular prize drops in Twitter
Social activities in the community group
Quests and missions
Creative contests on making up the content  
for TFL.io
And the special promos from our mascot, Z-Bro,
who loves to hide gifts for our holders behind his
stripes
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TFL.PROFILE

The control center that shows your status and allows to set your privacy and
security level. The higher the status, the more capabilities 
and respect from the community you get.

TFL.Profile

Status
Loyalty program allows token holders to discover more platform opportunities.

It is implemented in the form of unique NFT statuses that can be received as a reward or purchased  
on the marketplace.

No status

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Black

Withdrawal

TFL.People

TFL.People | Governance

TFL.People | Metrics

TFL.Metaverse | Game Worlds

TFL.Metaverse | Launchpad

TFL.Marketplace | Explorer

TFL.Marketplace | Merchants

TFL.Earn | Daily Bonuses

TFL.Earn | Special Events

TFL.Earn | Flip's Star

TFL.Earn | Holders Lottery

TFL.Earn | Farming

TFL.Earn | Staking

TFL.Profile |

Referral

Program

TFL.Profile | Equity
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TFL.Profile

Member

Bronze

Newly registered users who have not yet

The initial status of the user. It provides the

managed to acquire any status. They are

minimum required functionality that opens

provided with training videos and various

up the opportunities for participation in

onboarding mechanics that explain the

special prize drops and other activities at

principles of the ecosystem and describe

TFL.io.

the products within it.

To increase the status, the user needs to
purchase the relevant NFT on the
Marketplace, which is automatically
recognized by the system and credit the
user with the new options.

Silver

Gold

Main opportunities and earn mechanics

One of the core user statuses to back up

become available to this type of user.

the performance of TFL.io. These users

Owners of this status get access to our

obtain an opportunity to influence the

basic Holders Lottery and the possibility of

development of the project through

farming also opens up.

TFL.Governance. A staking function also
becomes available, allowing the users to
receive system rewards for providing
liquidity and later on, for validating new
blocks in the in-house blockchain.

Platinum

Black

A very prestigious status that has a

A top-tier status of the system. Has the

significant rating when counting votes

highest rating in terms of vote counting

within TFL.Governance as well as it gives

within Governance. It also gives the right to

access to the TFL.Metrics section. Includes

convert TFLs to equity shares of True Group.

an ability to monitor the key financial
indicators of the system efficiency in real
time through BI.
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TFL.Profile

Public Profile
No matter how friendly the community is, a slight competition is always a driver of development.

The public user page allows to show off your achievements in the game worlds of the metaverse with
the community to stand out from other players. And owning of special rare NFTs gives additional
opportunities to brand your page engaging the best designers from gaming providers within in the
ecosystem.

In addition, there are plans to introduce a badge system, to become an excellent motivation for the
competition, and most importantly, to give a chance to join the most notable members of the
community.

Security Center

The security of users' assets has always been the priority in our ecosystem, and Jarvis AI plays the
leading role here. It's an artificial intelligence and machine learning system that has the ability to track
fraudulent activities of third parties at an early stage and warn the user, preventing attacks from
intruders.
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TFL.Profile

Referral Program

The user reward system is at the core of the community's growth and the involvement of new users in
the ecosystem. By implementing game mechanics, we got the most exciting multi-level system in the
world. It is important that our program is aimed not only at making money, but also at attracting new
friends.
Here

are some of the mechanics of the referral program:

NFT with embed referral code. Allows you to

Sending tokens via phone number, email or

easily and quickly distribute tokens among the

messenger. The receiving user immediately

community. These can be our own NFT or our

becomes a referral.

partners.

Special events with the distribution of gifts. By

Scratch cards with complimentary TFL for

attracting new users to an event, the player not

friends.

only gets referrals, but also quickly achieves

Challenge any external user to a duel. Allows

results in the game.

you to immediately engage the user in the

Lottery tickets to send to friends. Hardly anybody

game and receive a referral at the same time.

can refuse to try their luck and win big money.

NFT card collections for true collectors. New

The links to journal publications with embed

cards become available to a user by reaching

referral code. The user simply shares a link to

new scores or completing tasks. Upon gathering

the publication, automatically making every

a full collection, the user can exchange it for a

new visitor a referral. Perfect for blog writers and

valuable prize.

influencers.

Exciting quest tasks with many additional
rewards to attract new users.
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TRUE APP

The heart of the ecosystem allowing users to access our partners' projects. 
With the use of seamless technologies gamers don't have to concern about
wallets, fees, transfers and blockchains. Access your game assets easily via
mobile interface with the appropriate security and privacy.

True App

Single Sign-On Technology

Pay&Play Technology

Technology that allows the user to navigate from

A technology of creating game sessions between

one ecosystem product to another without re-

the user's wallet and the content providers of the

authentication. Authorization within the product is

ecosystem bypassing the operators, where

performed by scanning the QR code. Access to

transactions are processed real-time and without

assets stored in the wallet is not provided to this

commissions. Access to assets by the game

product.

provider is limited to the game session only.

Cross-Chain Bridge

A tool for moving tokens from one blockchain to another. The bridge temporarily blocks the asset on
chain A and releases it on chain B. Assets on blockchain A will only be unlocked when the equivalent
amount of generated tokens on blockchain B is locked again. This mechanism does not allow users to
use assets in both blockchains at the same time.
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True App

Crypto-Gaming Gateway

A gaming gateway allowing to interact with the game providers that do not use cryptocurrencies as a
means of payment in their games focusing on fiat only. The gateway provides real-time conversion of
fiat currencies to crypto and vice versa at a fixed rate using risk management mechanics based on AI.

B2B Custodial Accounts

B2B Accounts are business accounts that are linked to a company, game provider, brand, merchant,
affiliate, etc. That is, a unit that begins to interact with TFL.io under a contract in accordance with the
specified commercial terms.

These accounts can be used for mutual settlements with users within the ecosystem with detailed
analytics and reconciliation check. Companies will also be able to use these accounts to securely store
their crypto assets. Jarvis AI is always on guard for the safety of funds.
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True App

Game Providers
,

Business accounts of the game providers who develop their game worlds and meta-universes through

,

L

which they can promote their game content among the community of players both in the TF .io
ecosystem and outside.

Top Brands

Affiliates

Business accounts of top international brands

Business accounts of companies that are

that have a huge fan base and the aim for an

professionally engaged in traffic aggregation for

additional source of its monetization:

game providers. These business accounts have

1. Creating NFT cards and collections  
of different value

the following benefits:
Flexible commission constructor

2. Creating NFT Packages that can be endowed

Built-in payment processing
Dynamic tracking parameters

with the value in the offline world:
Merchandise

Fault tolerance and high availability

Autographs of athletes

Multiple affiliate tiers

Event tickets

Postbacks to third-party marketing tools

Meet & Greets

Powerful reports and in-depth statistics

And many more

Media content management

3. Collaborations with game providers to create
their own game worlds.

Automated statistic feeds via

XML/JSON

data exports

I

Fully-customisable affiliate interface via AP

Role-based access to the system
Multiple brands under one affiliate program

Non-Custodial Wallets
,

A type of a decentralized wallet where the client owns their private keys. At the time of its creation the

,

,

user is given a file with private keys as well as a mnemonic phrase with the help of which it will

q

subse uently be possible to restore access to the management of funds.
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True App

Jarvis AI

Every B2B user in the ecosystem has access to our artificial intelligence and machine learning module
called Jarvis.
Jarvis — artificial intelligence that controls all processes within the system and notifies administrators if
something goes wrong with the specified logic and parameters. The main functionality includes:
Anti-Fraud Management — the search and elimination of fraudulent attacks on system modules.
Jarvis detects intruders early on by examining and comparing behavioral factors collected during
the operating phase of True Partners.
B2B Accounts Management — the search for possible vulnerabilities in the game worlds of game
providers in order to warn about vulnerabilities in the code, which may affect the loss of users'
assets.
Retention Management — the tools to keep players on the platform through the responsive content
based on the user behavior and preferences.
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True App

Financial Services
Obtaining all the necessary licenses to provide our community with the following capabilities:
Opening the accounts in GBP and EUR.
Purchasing cryptocurrency from any bank card with a minimum of commissions.
Issuing the prepaid branded TFL.io cards, which can be used like any other bank cards.
Get cashback for purchases using a card in the form of TFL coins.
Get cryptocurrency loans secured by existing assets on custody accounts.
Provide loans and earn up to 12% per annum in cryptocurrencies.
Take out insurance of your accounts with international insurance companies.

TFL Blockchain & Explorer
An in-house blockchain created on the basis of the Proof-of-Stake consensus algorithm. A continuous
sequential chain of blocks built according to certain rules, which contains information on transactions
within the system and the transfer of assets outside of it.
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ROADMAP
If the project was made by Elon Musk,  
the roadmap would look exactly like this.

Roadmap
Q4 2021


TFL

Reboost

f

TFL.Pro ile
Status
User Profile
Security Center

q

E uity

TFL.People

Q1-Q2 2022


Values

Community Growth

TFL.Earn

f

TFL.Pro ile

Special Events

b

Pu lic Profile
TFL.Marketplace

Referral Program

NFT Cards

TFL.People

Q3-Q4 2022


g

Basic Technolo ies

TFL.People

I

New Blockchain ntegrations
Launchpad TGE

Journal
True App

Education

Single Sign-On Technology

Artworks

Pay & Play Technology

SDK

Cross-Chain Bridge

Hackathons

B B Custodial Accounts

2

Jarvis AI

TFL.Metaverse

TFL.Earn

Game Worlds
NFT Fights, Mascotte Battles

Daily Wheel

NFT Crafting

Farming
Staking

True App

'

Flip s Star Lottery

Crypto-Gaming Gateway

TFL Holder Lottery

Quests & Missions
Leaderboards

Non-Custodial Accounts
Sidechain network

TFL.Marketplace
2023+


Global expansion

NFT Collections
NFT Packages
Merchant Accounts

TFL.People
Accelerator
Governance

TFL.Metaverse
Launchpad

Metrics

TFL.Metaverse
Saga Map & Narrative
Multiplayer Game
City Builder, Lands

True App
Financial Organization
GBP and EUR accounts
Free virtual cards
Financial Services
Traveling Services
Entertainment Services
TFL Blockchain & Explorer
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TEAM

We inherited the best from iGaming — passion, fun and desire to win —  
to bring it to crypto world and conquer users with 
our unique approach in GameFi Industry.
2021

Crypto Casino
Of The Year

SHORTLIST

1 000 000 +

registered users

100 000+

active users

Team

Advisers

Konstantin

Nikita

Igor

Anton Bosenko


Eric Benz


Katsev


Parkhomenko


Samardziski


Blockchain and

Innovator and Serial


Co-Founder 


Co-Founder 


CEO True Lab

Crypto Expert, 


Entrepreneur

True Group

True Group

Council Memberat
NEM.io Foundation

C-Level

Dan Andrianov


Tim Egorov


Sergey

Irina Borovleva


Ruslan

Chief Executive

Chief Product Officer

Tikhomirov


Chief Community

Nurtdinov


Officer, Co-Founder

Chief Business

Officer

Chief Operational

True Group

Officer

Denis Shiryaev

Chief Design Officer

Eugene

Vytchikov

Chief Technical
Officer
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Officer

Phil Andrianov


Karina


Dennis

Content Director

Kru enchenkova


Tuomine

P

European

p

R Director

n


Authorized

Representative
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Team

Partners

Media
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Are you ready

for the true game?
www.tfl.io
Community

@TFL_token

@tfl_community

Contacts

t.me/ze_bro

info@tfl.io

